Guarantee
The device supplied by our company is covered by a 12 month guarantee starting on the date of
purchase (receipt).
During the life of the guarantee any fault on the device or its accessories *) ascribable to material or
manufacturing defects will be changed free of charge by repairing or, at our discretion, by replacing it.
The guarantee services does not entitle an extension on the life of the guarantee or does it give rise to
any new rights to a new guarantee!
Proof of the guarantee is provided by the proof of purchase. Without proof of purchase no free
replacement or repair will be carried out.
If you wish to make a claim under the guarantee please return the entire MOVIEtube (or parts of them
e.g. MOVIEtube Mount) to your dealer, with a copy of the receipt.
*) Damage to accessories does not mean automatic free replacement of the whole MOVIEtube.
Broken glass or breakage of plastic parts (e.g. ocular rubber) are always subject to a charge.
Defects to consumables or parts subjects to wearing (e.g. ocular rubber) as well as cleaning,
maintenance or the replacement of said parts are not covered by the guarantee and hence will be
charged in full.
In the unlikely event of dust or any other dirt reaching into the screen or into the interior of the
MOVIEtube System, the remedy is with costs. Dust or dirt, which is located in the front (and visual !)
area at delivery, will be removed under guarantee. This defect should be communicated to the dealer
within eight days after purchase. After this period, the repair or removal will be charged at in full.
The guarantee lapses in case of unauthorized tampering (e.g. broken seals).
The guarantee does also not cover defects occurring as a results of:
° Careless operating, handling or misuse and / or lack of maintenance.
° External sources such as transit damage or weather.
° Repairs or alterations carried out by unauthorised parties or agents.
European law is to be applied.
After the expiry of the guarantee any repairs, service and or upgrades may only be carried by an
authorized dealer. Please kindly check our web site for details. www.movietube.com

